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Welcome to the issue!

It's time for Issue 21!

Firstly, a Happy New Year to everyone! Wishing you a
fantastic 2019 and that means we are officially on
countdown to the Women's World Cup - so exciting!

The England squad are in full preparation, Phil Neville
has picked his first squad of the year for a training camp
in Qatar ahead of the SheBelieves Cup.

Coming up in the issue, we have a match report on the
exciting clash between West Ham and Arsenal, new
columns from Dave Fraser and Ammo and a 2018 quiz to
test your women's football knowledge from the last year.

We would also like to take a moment to send our love
and thoughts to everyone at Loughborough Foxes FC. The
news of the death of Molly Webb is just awful and we
cannot begin to imagine how everyone is feeling.

Helen Summers
Editor
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Match of the Month

West Ham Women 2

Arsenal 4
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By Dave Fraser

Arsenal battled back from behind
to win a six-goal thriller at West
Ham in our Game of the Month.

Jane Ross scored twice for the hosts,
but Leah Williamson, Jenni
Arnth-Jenson and a Danielle van de
Donk double eventually overpowered
Matt Beard's side in an exciting
contest.

West Ham had got off to a flyer in
London, as Alisha Lehmann delivered a
stunning ball into the middle, allowing
Ross to slot home an 11th minute
opener.

But Arsenal kept plugging away up the
other end, with defender Williamson
nodding a pinpoint header into the far
corner to level things up just 15
minutes later.

And things got even better for the
visitors just moments later, when
Arnth-Jenson scored a near-identical
goal to Williamson to put Joe
Montemurro's side ahead and leave
West Ham shell-shocked.

Undeterred, West Ham drew level
completely against the run of play on
the stroke of half-time, as Ross was
sent clear through on goal by Brianna
Visalli before rifling a neat finish into
the back of the net.

The second-half started in cagey
fashion with both sides itching to
snatch the three points for themselves.

But it was Van de Donk who made the
difference as she netted her ninth WSL
goal of the season, with a simple tap-in
at the back-post from a deflected Katie
McCabe cross.
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And the Dutch star put the game
beyond doubt just five minutes later as
she pounced on a pair of West Ham
mistakes to nod home a fourth and put
the game beyond all doubt.

The victory - their tenth in 11 games
this term - extended Arsenal's lead atop
the WSL table to three points, with a
game in-hand still to play over the
chasing pack.

Second-placed Manchester City shared
the points in a surprise 1-1 draw with
Bristol City, while fellow title hopefuls
Chelsea and Birmingham both beat
Everton and Reading respectively.
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